
A QUALITY HYGIENE RANGE 
FROM CAVINKARE



ABOUT US….



Cavinkare’s digital first hygiene brand with products formulated specifically keeping in mind the multiple ways 

in which we need to disinfect our surrounding during this pandemic. Our mission has extended in multiple ways 

to keep you protected with a quality range from hand sanitizer to various forms of disinfectants that stands true 

for complete protection.



1. Germ Flush Extra Power Disinfectant Toilet Cleaner has the

advanced odour neutralizing formulation which keeps your

toilet fresh and clean

2. It kills 99.9% of all the germs and works easily to remove

the toughest of the stains

3. Germ flush can be used for both Indian and Western toilets

4. Its effective formulation does not affect your septic tank

GERM FLUSH
EXTRA POWER
TOILET CLEANER



1. Available in two sizes: 500ml | 5L

2. Item Form: Liquid

3. How to use:

• open the cap and gently hold the bottle into the toilet bowl

• gently squeeze liquid around the bowl and under the rim

• let the product spread across the surface of the bowl

• leave for 20 minutes & brush lightly to remove the stains

• finally, flush with water as required



ELECTRIX
DISINFECTANT
SURFACE CLEANER

1. Electrix Disinfectant Surface Cleaner is safe to use for

disinfecting multiple surfaces such as floors, kitchen sinks

and kitchen surfaces, bathroom surfaces etc.

2. It kills 99.9% of germs and works easily on the toughest of

the common stains usually left on those surfaces

3. It can be used directly for heavily soiled stains as well as

diluted for light stains for everyday usage

4. Electrix Disinfectant Surface Cleaner leaves your home

clean, sparkly and pleasantly fragrant



1. Available in two sizes: 1L | 5L

2. Item Form: Liquid

3. How to use:

• Dilute one cap full of product and half

a bucket of water (4 liters)

• Mix well and gently mop the surface

• No need to rinse again



ELECTRIX
MULTI SURFACE
DISINFECTANT SPRAY

1. Electrix Multi Surface Disinfectant Spray with 70%

alcohol instantly kills 99.9% germs

2. It is a versatile product that can be used on various

types of surfaces such as wood, glass, car interiors,

door handles and knobs etc.

3. It safely kills germs on everyday products and leaves it

fresh and clean

4. Eliminates illness causing germs



1. Available in : 180ml

2. Item Form: Spray

3. How to use:

• Wipe the surface clean

• Shake the bottle and spray the

disinfectant from a distance of

10-15cm from the surface



ELECTRIX
GADGET
DISINFECTANT SPRAY

1. Electrix gadget disinfectant spray with 99.7% alcohol

instantly kills 99.9% germs

2. Formulated with no water which makes it safe and

effective for your gadgets

3. Disinfects millions of germs breeding on gadgets

quickly and leaves a pleasant smell.

4. Portable and easy to use



1. Available in : 100ml

2. Item form: spray

3. How to use:

• Wipe the surface clean

• Shake the bottle and spray the

disinfectant from a distance of

10-15cm from the surface



ELECTRIX
HAND SANITIZER
GEL

1. Protect yourself and your family with this light sanitizer

from Electrix

2. Electrix helps in effectively destroying 99.99% germs

3. Easy to carry pack in 50 ml keeps you protected when

you are out of home

4. Enriched with Vitamin - E & Aloe Vera, it helps in

nourishing your hands and keeping it safe & soft

5. Leaves your hands feeling refreshed



1. Available in two sizes : 50ml / 500ml

2. Item Form: Gel/liquid

3. How to use:

• Apply a dime sized amount of hand

sanitizer to the palm of one hand

• Rub well briskly over the palms,

back of hands, fingernails and

grooves until dry



ELECTRIX
HAND WASH
LIQUID

1. Wash your hands daily with Electrix Hand Wash for

effective protection against a wide range of germs

2. It kills 99.9% of germs in just 10 seconds

3. Electrix Hand Wash is formulated with orange oil which

leaves your hand supple and moisturized

4. Orange oil has antibacterial, antifungal and anti-

inflammatory properties with a mild refreshing scent

that keeps your hands fresh all day

5. The quick action formula leaves your hand safe and soft



ELECTRIX
SANITIZER
LIQUID – 5L
1. Protect yourself with this light and non-sticky liquid

Sanitizer from Electrix

2. Suited for commercial, industrial and household purposes

3. Electrix gives instant action and helps in effectively

destroying 99.99% germs

4. Electrix has 80% alcohol content which gives immediate

protection against germs & viruses

5. Electrix Liquid Sanitizer’s formulation is recommended by

the World Health Organization (WHO)



TO BE 

LAUNCHED….

ROOM FRESHNERS / 
DISINFECTANTS

DISINFECTANT WIPES

TOILET SEAT SANITIZER

FABRIC AND LAUNDRY 
SANITIZER

BODY WASH

LIQUID DISINFECTANTS



ALSO 

BE A PART OF OUR EVER 
GROWING RANGE OF 
INTERNET FIRST BRANDS….

TRUTHSOME
Personal Care

SALON IN A BOX
Professional Care

PETTERATI
Pet Care



PARTNER
WITH US

Mrs. Ranjani Op. Manager +91 93429 72034

Ms. Bhawika Key Account Manager +91 93429 72035

Ms. Shubhojit Key Account Manager +91 93429 72036

EMAIL : ecomspsupport@cavinkare.com


